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ks Universal 7 Gauge 2 in 1 Safe Pick SetDesigned to ensure ease of use, 
and developed from high quality 
stainless steel, the Tradelocks Safe 
Picks developed by Martin Pink are 
a great choice for reeling in those 
high paying customers that have 
lost the keys to their safe.

Universal 7 Gauge 2 in 1 
Safe Pick Set
CB-SAFEPICKSET

The Universal 7 Gauge 2 in 1 Pick Set 
allows you to make up a pick based on 
the lock you are trying to defeat. 
This is done through adjustment of 
the picking tip and tension tip of the 
lock tool. Included in the set are 5 
different tips which can then be 
mixed and matched to allow up to 25 
individual variations, so as to create 
the ultimate lock tool for the lock you 
are working with. 

The Chris Belcher Taper Pin Set is fully 
equipped to take on any safe lock the 
kit comes with 160 individual pieces 
(5 x 32 different sizes). In the set you will 
receive 4 different pin lengths � 10mm, 
20mm, 40mm, and 60mm. There are also 
8 different thicknesses (top of taper), and 
each of the pins are made from hardened 
steel rods to ensure durability and strength. 

2G Extended 2 in 1 Pick
TL2IN12GEXTENDED

Chris Belcher Taper Pin Set for Safe Repairs

Chris Belcher Taper 
Pin Set for Safe Repairs

CTAPER

3G Extended 2 in 1 Pick
TL2IN13GEXTENDED

7G Short Length 2 in 1 Pick

Ideal for "baby"safe locks
TL2IN17G

7G Extended Pipe Pick

Ideal for recessed floor safes
TL2IN17GPIPEEXT

7G Extended 2 in 1 Pick
TL2IN17GEXTENDED

9G Extended 2 in 1 Pick
TL2IN17GEXTENDED

Ideal for smaller 
safe locks with 

extended security 
such as steel 
or concrete 

doors
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